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Abstract
Online Social Networks are groups of individuals who offer
regular interests. These sorts of networks are utilized by a great
many individuals around the globe. The gigantic reception of
this administration among users has made it a prominent mean
for malicious exercises. The point of this paper is to recognize
the parameters which are identified with malware engendering in
online social networks. To do this, we first build an example system
in view of the components of online social networks and after that
we analyze the impact of parameters that could influence the rate
of malware spread. We propose a two layer malware spread model
to portray the advancement of a given malware at the Internet
level. Contrasted and the current single layer pandemic models,
the proposed model speaks to malware spread better in vast scale
networks. The malware proliferation to depict the advancement of
a given malware at the Internet level. Contrasted and the current
single layer pestilence models, the proposed model speaks to
malware proliferation better in extensive scale networks.
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I. Introduction
Recently, Internet users have encountered distinctive sorts of worms
and subsequently bunches of exploration is done in displaying and
recreation of spreading worms [2-7]. In spite of the fact that the
number of inhabitants in potential casualties of Web based worms
is much bigger than different sorts of worms, just a couple works
are identified with Web based worms [8-10]. Notwithstanding
the prevalence of World Wide Web, one purpose behind having
bigger populace of casualties is that Web based worms are not
banned through Web intermediaries and NAT forms. Because of
this straightforward entry, the malware scholars meant to the Web
users as a potential target. Online social system destinations are
one of the Web 2.0 administrations that are among the most gone
by locales all inclusive. The principle sort of Social networks
intends to associate companions with their self-portrayal pages or
profiles. These sorts of networks are vigorously associated among
companions. Thusly malware scholars may abuse the trust among
the social system users to spread their malicious codes. We don’t
have a legitimate comprehension of the extent of the Malware, the
Bot conveyance. Thus, it is extremely hard to outline a defensive
framework. The plague hypothesis assumes a main part in malware
engendering displaying. The present models for malware spread
fall in two classes: the study of disease transmission model and the
control theoretic model. The control framework hypothesis based
models attempt to distinguish and contain the spread models is an
expansive helpless populace in light of the fact that their standard
depends on differential conditions. System PC gadgets that start,
course and end the information are called system hubs. Hubs can
incorporate has, for example, PCs, telephones, servers and in
addition organizing equipment. Two such gadgets are said to be
arranged together when one gadget can trade data with the other
gadget, regardless of whether they have an immediate association
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with each other. PC networks contrast in the transmission media
used to convey their signs, the correspondencesand conventions
to arrange system movement, the system’s size, topology and
authoritative purpose. As a rule, correspondences conventions
are layered on (i.e. work utilizing) other more particular or more
broad correspondences conventions, aside from the physical layer
that specifically manages the transmission media. PC networks
bolster applications, for example, access to the World Wide Web,
shared utilization of use and capacity servers, printers, and fax
machines, and utilization of email and texting applications.
II. Related Work
Displaying malware proliferation in Gnutella sort shared networks
Parallel and Distributed” … , K Ramachandran, B Sikdar… , Volume
pp no 2.., year 2006 A key rising and prominent correspondence
demonstrate for the most part imagined for getting data which
is companion topeer (social network) organizing. To spread of
malware in decentralized Gnutella sort of distributed system is
required. The study uncovers that the current bound on the phantom
range administering the likelihood of a plague episode should
be changed with regards to a social network system. To figure a
diagnostic model that uncovers the investigation of mechanics and
decentralized Gnutella sort of associate system and study the spread
of malware on such networks. The show scientifically, that a system
which does not fuse the behavioral attributes of associates. This
thusly brings about negatives, an undesirable component. Along
these lines separating the conditions under which the system may
come to a malware balance and approve the hypothetical results with
numerical reproductions “ A Large Scale Empirical investigation
of conficker” S Shin, G Gu, N Reddy, CP Lee.., volume pp no 3…
, IEEE year 2012. On the off chance that break down Conficker
diseases at an extensive scale, around 25 million casualties, and
study different intriguing angles about this cutting edge malware.
By breaking down Conflicker, the expect to comprehend present
and new patterns in malware spread, which could be exceptionally
useful in foreseeing future malware slants and giving experiences
to future malware protection. On watching that the Conflicker has
some altogether different casualty dispersion designs contrasted
with numerous past era worms/botnets, proposing that new malware
spreading models and guard methodologies are likely needed.If
measure the potential force of Conficker to gauge its consequences
for the networks when it performs malicious operations. “Cell
phone Malware and its spread Modeling’s study” S Peng , S Yu,
A Yang … , volume pp no 3… , IEEE year 2013 Smartphones are
utilized as a part of society, and have been both the objective and
sufer of malware journalists. Roused by the noteworthy risk that
presents for appropriate utilizing of users, by study the present
advanced mobile phone malware status and their spread models.
The substance of this paper is introduced in two sections. In the
initial segment, we survey the short history of portable malware
advancement since 2004, and afterward list the classes of versatile
malware and their contamination vectors. Toward the end of the
initial segment, clarify the conceivable harm created by advanced
cell malware. The second part, concentrates on advanced mobile
phone malware proliferation displaying. Keeping in mind the end
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goal to comprehend the spread conduct of advanced mobile phone
malware, review nonspecific plague models as an establishment
for further investigation, then widely overview the PDA malware
proliferation models. Toward the end of this paper, the highlight
issues of the present advanced mobile phone malware engendering
models and talk about conceivable future patterns in light of our
comprehension of this theme.
III. Characteristics of Social Networks
Since we need to dissect and mimic the proliferation of XSS worms
in online social networks, we need a superior comprehension of
the topology attributes of social networks. In the event that we
accept every individual is a solitary hub and colleagues make a
connection between themselves, we may have the equal chart of
the social system.
Genuine social networks are very bunched little world networks
with a degree circulation frequently taking after a force law
conveyance. The attributes of the social networks are contemplated
in [21-23]:
1-A low normal system separation, around equivalent to log n
where n is the quantity of individuals, and d is the normal log d
level of the equal diagram.
2-Social networks regularly demonstrate a high bunching, or
neighborhood transitivity which implies if individual A knows
B and C, then B and C are liable to know each other. In reality,
the grouping coefficient of vertex v is C(v) which is the quantity
of associate triangles of vertex v, partitioned by k(k-1)/2, the
quantity of every conceivable triangle of vertex v, where k is the
level of v. The Clustering coefficient of the chart is the normal of
bunching coefficients of the majority of its vertices. In genuine
social networks, the bunching coefficient is generally around 0.1
to 0.7.
3-A roughly control law dissemination of hub degrees. The hub level
of a force law topology is a privilege skewed appropriation with
the force law CCDF of F(k) <X k-a, which is direct on logarithmic
scale. Power law appropriation expresses that the likelihood for
hub v to have a level of k is corresponding top(k) <X k-a where
an is the force law type [2].
There are couple of calculations that produce a social system chart
with the above qualities [2-5]. We utilized [3] which has a few focal
points in portraying system development in time.
A. Generating a Social Network Graph
In this section we will generate a sample social network using the
algorithm described in [3]. This algorithm generates a graph with
the characteristics of social networks with the power law exponent
of a = 3. We used the following parameters to generate the graph:
n=10000, m=m0=3 and mt=1.8. The parameters of the generated
graph are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Graph Characteristics
Graph Parameter
Number of Vertices
Number of Edges
Clustering Coefficent
Average Shortest Path
Maximum Degree

Value
10000
29990
0.1409392
5.133096
190

Longest Path (Diameter)

10

Degrees Average (d)

5.998

logn/logd

5.1413
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The degree distribution of the graph is shown in fig. 2. As it is
shown, the degree distribution of the graph follows a right skewed
power law distribution.
Thus, the generated graph satisfies all the required characteristics.
Because the average shortest path of the graph is less than .
The Clustering coefficient is moderate and the degree of vertices
follows a power law distribution.
Since we want to simulate the effect of topology parameters such
as clustering coefficient on worm propagation, we need a similar
random graph. To do so, we use the algorithm in [26] that generates
a random graph with the given degree sequence of vertices. This
random graph has the same degree distribution with a different
value of clustering coefficient.
Table 2 shows the parameters of the equivalent random graph.
Table 2: Graph Characteristics
Graph Parameter
Number of Vertices
Number of Edges
Clustering Coefficent
Average Shortest Path

Value
10000
29990
0.003581474
4.407071

Maximum Degree

190

Longest Path (Diameter)
8
Degrees Average (d)
5.998
logn
5.1413
logd
As it is shown in Table 2, the clustering coefficient of the social
network graph is 40 times greater than that of the random graph.
This reflects the characteristics of the highly clustered social
networks. The average shortest path and clustering coefficient of
the random equivalent graph is less than the social network graph.
This is due to the small world phenomenon described in [27].

Fig. 1: Degree Distribution of the Generated Graph
IV. Proposed Work
In this paper, we study the distribution of malware in terms of
networks (e.g., autonomous systems, ISP domains, and abstract
net-works of smartphones who share the same vulnerabilities) at
large scales. In this kind of setting, we have a sufficient volume
of data at a large enough scale to meet the requirements of the SI
model. Different from the traditional epidemic models, we break
our model into two layers. First of all, for a given time since the
breakout of a malware, we calculate how many networks have been
compromised based on the SI model. Secondly, for a compromised
net-work, we calculate how many hosts have been compromised
since the time that the network was compromised.
International Journal of Computer Science And Technology
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We begin by describing the methodology used in populating the
social network, software registries and user sessions.

Fig. 2: Proposed System Architecture
A. Network Formation
Research on complex networks has demonstrated that the number
of hosts of networks follows the power law. People found that the
size distribution usually follows the power law, such as population
in cities in a country or personal income in a nation
B. Malware Propagation
1. Early stage
An early stage of the breakout of a malware means only a small
percentage of vulnerable hosts have been compromised, and the
propagation follows exponential distributions.
2. Final Stage
The final stage of the propagation of a malware means that all
vulnerable hosts of a given network have been compromised.
3. Late Stage
A late stage means the time interval between the early stage and
the final stage.
C. Filtering Malware Detection
Distribution of coexist multiple malware in networks. In reality,
multiple malware may coexist at the same networks. Due to the
fact that different malware focus on different vulnerabilities, the
distributions of different malware should not be the same. It is
challenging and interesting to establish mathematical models
for multiple malware distribution in terms of networks.The two
layers in both layers are sufficiently large and meet the conditions
for the modelling methods. In order to improve the accuracy of
malware propagation, we may extend our work to layers. In
another scenario, we may expect to model a malware distribution
for middle size networks
D. Performance Evaluation
We have to note that our experiments also indicate that this data
does not fit the power law. For a given Android malware program,
it only focuses on one or a number of specific vulnerabilities.
Therefore, all smartphones share these vulnerabilities form
a specific network for that Android malware. a. Our rigorous
analysis, we find that the distribution of a given malware follows
an exponential distribution at its early stage, and obeys a power
law distribution with a short exponential tail at its late stage, and
finally converges to a power law distribution.
V. Malware in a Large Scale Social Network Simulation
In this section we present simulation results using a large scale
social network with almost a million net- worked devices,
geographically spread across the United States (Yan et al. 2010).
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A. Methodology Used for Populating the Social
Network
Collecting data related to social networks is the most time
consuming step in our simulation cycle. We statistically analyzed
databases of email contact lists and online communities to
generate power-law de- gree distribution profiles which are a
widely accepted social network parameter. We also statistically
es- timated the distance distribution of neighbors on typical online
social networks. The distance distribution profile effectively
captures the local clustering of social contacts.
Next we analyzed the asymmetry in several common social
networks. By asymmetry, we mean the ratio of mutually nonreciprocated social contacts to the total contacts for a given
individual. We then po- pulated a database of Internet connected
hardware hosts with their latitude and longitude locations. The
data on the hardware devices came from a survey of Internet
service providers. Once we gathered and analyzed data in this
manner, we generated social network models from the devices
database, so as to closely resemble a realistic network. We also
gathered market share data on popular software applica- tions.
Software categories which we consider include operating systems,
web browsers, email clients, document viewers, multimedia
players, office documentation suites and plug-ins such as flash
and silver- light. We used the market share data to populate each
node in the generated social network with a soft- ware-registry
of installed applications. The Internet users were modeled to be
online according to a Pois- son process at an average rate of two
per day. When the users get online, and use a vulnerable software,
they become susceptible to malware which exploits the given
vulnerability.
VI. Results
We ran simulations on a generated social network model with
about 800,000 Internet enabled hosts geo- graphically distributed
throughout the United States. The social network which we
simulated was a mix of email and online social networking. Degree
and distance distributions of contacts in the online social network
were used as the network parameters.
The Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures id cve-2009-1136
listed in the NVD was chosen for compiling our simulation results.
This CVE id refers to the Microsoft Office Web Components
HTML Script Vulnerability, which has been exploited in the wild
during July to August 2009 (CVE 2009). Mi- crosoft Office Web
Components Spreadsheet ActiveX control distributed in various
Microsoft Office software versions is considered vulnerable to
this CVE. Only computers installed with the susceptible versions
are likely to be infected by online malware propagation. This
particular vulnerability has been rated as having a severity level
of 9.3 (HIGH) (NVD 2009).
A. Degree and Distance Distribution Profiles
The degree distribution and distance distribution profiles were
gathered from analysis on real world net- works. The degree
distribution of fig. 3 determines the average connections that each
entity in the net- work has, while the distance distribution shown
in fig. 4 gives the proximity to any of their social con- tacts. The
degree profile shows an approximate power-law behavior, while
the distance profile shows a very pronounced preference for local
social contacts.
w w w. i j c s t. c o m
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Fig. 3: Typical Degree Distribution of a Social Network Generated
by the Social Network Generation Module. The network represents
a symmetric email contact list.

Fig. 4: The distance distribution profile of an online community
generated by the Social Network Generation module
B. Spread of Malware as a Function of Time
We simulated the spread of a malware exploiting cve-2009-1136.
The number of hosts infected with the malware is shown as a
function of time in Figure 5. We see that, once a critical number
of hosts get in- fected, the spread of malware is very rapid. The
rate of spread depends critically on the connectivity of the initially
infected nodes, as well as on the popularity of the vulnerable
software version. For the pur- poses of this paper, we chose a
random node (which happens to fall in California) as our initially
infected node.
A scatter plot with the distribution of infected hosts as a function of
time and distance from the mal- ware originating node is shown in
Fig. 6. The scatter plot shows the initial stages of malware spread
in more detail. Due to the long range nature of some of the social
contacts, there is a relatively wide geo- graphical spread early
on. As the simulation progresses we can also see pronounced
bunching with dis- tance as a result of nodes having more contacts
in nearby locales.

Fig. 5: The Number of Computers Infected With the Malware as
a Function of Time.
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Fig. 6: Scatter plot of infected computers in the network as a
function of time and distance from the malware origination
node.
The extent and rapidity of malware infection is now easily
observed when the network can be interac- tively visualized on
a map. We used the Google Earth application to view the KML
files generated by the Processing and Visualization module. The
spread of malware can be interactively visualized in a true timescaled movie. The analyst can pause, replay and zoom into areas
of interest at any point during the playback. The analyst can adjust
the simulation to start from different sets of initially infected
hosts and CVE scenarios. Various stages of malware dynamics
are apparent in the different frames in fig. 7

Fig. 7: Time Lapse View of Malware Propagation. Several
Frames of the KML Animation as Viewed Using the Google Earth
Application are Shown
VII. Performance
The average memory usage was less than 3300 bytes per social
network node, including the memory used to store all associated
data structures. In order to compile scaling results, we ran
simulations on a Linux cluster with MPICH2, a shared physical
memory of 12GB, using up to four 64 bit processors running at
3.33 GHz each. The scaling tests yielded the plot of fig. 8.

Fig. 8: Scaling with the number of CPUs
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Increasing the number of processors initially results in a
corresponding scaling in the time required for simulation.
Subsequently the gain due to parallelization decreases, due to
messaging and synchronization overheads. We observed that
distributing Social Network Server entities across the LPs helps
im- prove the performance over having a common Social Network
Server entity due to reduced messaging.
VIII. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we thoroughly explore the problem of malware
distribution at large-scale networks. The solution to this problem
is desperately desired by cyber defenders as the network security
community does not yet have solid answers. Different from
previous modeling methods, we propose a two layer epidemic
model: the upper layer focuses on networks of a large scale
networks, for example, domains of the Internet; the lower layer
focuses on the hosts of a given network. This two layer model
improves the accuracy compared with the available single layer
epidemic models in malware modelling. Moreover, the proposed
two layer model offers us the distribution of malware in terms of
the low layer networks. We perform a restricted analysis based on
the proposed model, and obtain three conclusions: The distribution
for a given malware in terms of networks follows exponential
distribution, power law distribution with a short exponential
tail, and power law distribution, at its early, late, and final stage,
respectively. In order to examine our theoretical findings, we have
conducted extensive experiments based on two real-world largescale malware, and the results confirm our theoretical claims.
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